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Starting with a 14 minute Chakra alignment, four more tracks follow of innovative and extraordinary,

inspired songs recorded live with over 20 Siinging crystal bowls, flutes, chimes and drums, transporting

you to realms of deep peace adn joy. 5 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Meditation, NEW AGE: Healing Details:

New Age listeners will fall in love with this unique meditative music created for healing and wholeness,

from the Quartz Crystal Singing Bowls. Starting with a 14 minute Chakra alignment, four more tracks

follow of innovative and extraordinary, inspired songs. This music will entrance you and transport you to

transcendent realms of peace, beauty and harmony. Worlds of experience will open up, as you float on

crystalline waves to places of inner connection and balance. The rich bell-like and low soothing tones

were all recorded live with over 20 singing crystal bowls, flutes, chimes and world percussion.. This

entrancing collection of songs births an entirely new musical art form all it's own. The exquisitely rich

songs are the epitome of Crystal Bowl sound healing. This music will align and balance the chakras -

Simply by listening! A perfect compliment to massage and alternative healing therapies as well as being

wonderful for stress relief. Play it as low accompaniment, to create harmony in your environment or sit

back and relax into deeper meditation and illumination as you are attuned to new higher vibrational

frequencies. Total playing time: 69 minutes The soothing quaities of this superbly recorded album are

perfect for stress relief, relaxaton, meditation, and healing on all levels as well as for those who just love

beautiful music. This sonic crystal energy transmission is the perfect remedy for everthing that supports

your path to joy, peace and awareness. It's healing properties work on all levels so it harmonizes and

balances, children as well as adults, environments and even animamls. Elivia Melodey and Gaye

Unverferth are the core group of the Crystal Vibrations. They first came together in 1999 at Harmony

Grove Spiritualist Association in Southern California. With no formal musical training, they say that they

are foremost, sound healers and musicians guided by a higher souce. The heavenly music, which flows

through them, is surely inspired by Celestial realms. These two gifted women have a mission for world

healing through their unique new musical form. This new independent group tours throughout the country,
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performing and giving sound healing workshops on their growing collection of quartz crystal singing bowls

and many other musical instruments. They are one of the very few, singing crystal bowl ensembles in the

world. Crystal Vibrations Music 888 712-3833 Elivia - CrystalVibrationsMusic.com Wind and Wire, Bill

Binkelman "The seemingly endless reverberations and sustain send chills down my spine. The spiritual

sound of the chimes, sometimes barely struck and at other times hit more forcefully, mixes with the bowls

to create a mystical listening experience. In addition, the improvisational flow of each of the five tracks

actually heightens the impact of the music somehow, as if adding a deeper connection between

performer and listener." Planet Lightworker "The heightened state of awareness I experienced after only a

few moments of listening to Elivia was as special as any experience I've ever had while cradled in the

arms of a talented musician. I've listened to many recordings of this genre, but this by far is the best

Crystal Bowl healing I've experienced to date." Share Guide "Beginning with a chakra meditation, these

complex, transcendent songs are the perfect background for healing therapies, meditation and stress

release." Dallas -Fort Worth Star Telegram "Journey to Wholeness may be just that. A haunting set of

melodies, the surreal music invokes a meditative state..." The Light Connection "Enchanting and relaxing,

this meditative music transports you to faraway realms and opens you to new worlds of connection..."
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